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Acid Trip is a pixel shooting game that
heavily relies on atmosphere and gameplay
tricks. It's a hardcore- and retro- aesthetic
sweet-spot. As a first-person shooter, you
navigate through a series of levels as a
character trying to earn as many points as
possible. This is done by shooting and killing
countless enemies, which you can either
pick up, or by shooting them and watch
them explode. The game is developed as an
indie game and is made with the purpose of
killing off all your frustration of playing over
and over again the same old shooter. “If
you're a fan of indie shooters this is the
game to play. Forget the loud explosions and
forget the generic costumes. Acid Trip is a
technical masterpiece that blends retro-feel
and modern techniques to create something
really special.” 10/10 – metacritic About the
Author: Juha Pitkänen has been
programming games since his early teenage
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years, as he can still use his cousin's
GameBoy for a few games of Tetris. As a
game designer, he has created different
games in various genres. Some of them are
free-to-play, others are full-featured
commercial games. He has competed in
tournaments like GDC and IndieCade. As a
finishing touches, the internet is full of madefor-TV movies based on his games. It's been
a long way for Juha but he loves it! “This
indie game is superb. As a shooter, the
nostalgic feel of the game's visuals –
alongside a superior control scheme – just
give you goosebumps. Acid Trip provides
you with a much more visceral experience
than any recent shooter and the boss battles
are just as impressive as any recently
released FPS.” 10/10 – metacritic About the
Author: Jean-Christophe Dens has been
tinkering with games since the 80's, when
Atari consoles were the only game consoles
he had to play. He has created several
games and game music for several platforms
and genres, as well as several commercial
games. His name is now well-known in the
game development industry. “Acid Trip is a
game made for people who loves games. A
game made for twitch gamers and for
shoot'em up fans. If you want to play a game
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that'll make you as happy as if you had just
won one of the most prestigious game
awards, Acid Trip is your game.” 10/10 –
metac
Features Key:
Early Access (now unlocked)
Tracklist (now unlocked)
Personalised Soundcloud Link
Download Counter (now included; shows you how many times you’ve downloaded the
whole game)
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Aaru's Story is a simple 2D platformer based
on the journeys of the playable character,
Aaru, in a colorful, psychedelic world. Aaru is
driven by his own desires. Relentlessly, he
charges ahead through hordes of monsters
and bizarre creatures, with the sole purpose
of gathering the elemental crystals needed
to advance. You could say he is very much
alone, until the point when you meet the
stranger, a mysterious pink creature, that
hints at the true powers of Aaru's world. You
can help Aaru obtain his powers as he
travels through the otherworldly continent of
Luxo, thereby allowing you to solve puzzles,
and advance through the game. This is the
story of Aaru: Aaru is a young boy who lives
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in the forest, with his father and mother.
One day, his father dies, and Aaru starts to
develop a relationship with his mother,
looking for ways to help her. But his father
was a craftsman of amazing invention, and
left behind a treasure map. Although he says
that it is in a foreign land, Aaru is
determined to figure out where. With his
newfound death-defying skills, the dynamic
duo runs off towards the otherworldly forest
continent, Luxo. Befriend the strange, pink
creatures along the way, and learn their
powers so that Aaru can fulfill his goals, and
use the power to complete the challenges he
faces. Key Features: - Journey with Aaru
through Luxo in a vivid and colorful world Discover the secrets of the world of Aaru as
you make choices that shape his journey Intuitive puzzle-solving gameplay and simple
UI - Discover the secrets of the mysterious
pink creatures - Full voice-over, fully
animated, and voiced character, with CG
cutscenes - Aaru's Story is the first title in
the emerging Evildis Game Universe ABOUT
THE DEVELOPER: Hi, I'm Gabi. I’m a junior
game developer and I love animation! I love
discovering games and getting into the
world of video games, and making the
animation in games a thing of the past. This
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game, Aaru's Story, is the first title of my
career, and I'm very proud of this game
because of the characters, the music, and
the overall atmosphere of the game. If you
c9d1549cdd
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It is a sad day when I tell you this site is
dead. I know the website has been dormant
for some time but I really hope the large
amount of gamers and interested people
who came here find this news disappointing.
I worked hard on this site and to release it
unfinished is a terrible feeling. The same
situation happens to me when I release my
games, so in my opinion if a website is
abandoned by the creators, it is a bit like
releasing a game unfinished. I do not want
to hear any negative comments towards the
website. I can easily change the domain
name to a new site, so please keep the
criticism in mind. In the past, it took me
several hours a day to upload and edit the
most of my content, and on weekends the
site was often unavailable. I am proud of
what I created here and will do my best to
keep it running smoothly. I will continue
updating the website in the future with fresh
content such as videos and reviews, and will
look for a new website to put my efforts into.
I hope the community will remain here to
support and keep the website running. I am
really really sad today... When we decided to
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bring people together to play and share our
experiences, it seemed like the idea of being
a couple of decent people on a community
website. We all were playing games that we
loved and we were giving our best to make it
be the best it could be. But sometimes we
only play games when we want to beat the
things that we can beat, or when we want to
show off our skills on games we enjoy a lot.
And we were doing that. I have been playing
games for the past 20 years and my passion
for gaming will always remain. Some games
are so exciting to play and some are just so
difficult that it feels great to try them out.
But some are just so difficult that I find
myself playing more as a way to have fun
while learning. Sometimes when we play a
game, we never really have fun and we just
play so we can earn some sort of
achievement or be popular. We were not like
that. We are decent people and we didn't
want to play any game only for the sake of
it. On this website, we have tried to offer the
best content that we can to the people. For
example, we have been improving the layout
of the website so that it can be easily
accessed, so that we could give more
content and information in the coming years.
We tried to keep the
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! It's a little bit fuzzy, an' all the gals like it. And how could
it not be, especially with a name like Itsy-Bitsy? In fact, the
name fits so perfectly it seems to occur naturally, without
our having to give or receive an intentional thought about
its relations to itsy bitsy. Consider the role ity bit the other
day. It appeared in the middle of my newspaper minding
its own business, completely a-fuzz, and that's all. An' then
when I sat down to write, Itsy-Bitsy wasn't there to spoil
everything. Look, I mean. Show me an itty bitty thing that
a person don't notice. The dewdrops on a wild rose for
instance. You look down, up, there they are -- big ol' juicy
dewdrops. What's more, those wild roses don't do nothing
to it. Out they just grow, an' the dewdrops just slide right
off, an' the rose gets even wilder. I don't know whether the
English language is perfectly adequate to describe the
awesomeness of those wild roses, but I swear it's a fact.
I've been taking the word itty bitty back to the dictionary,
but it appears the little fellow's being misused, misapplied,
all over the place. You see it used in stories about things
like babies, or papir napkins, or, as my cousin Maryann can
attest, the Little Debbie snacks. According to our
definition, all that's itty bitty is a wee drop of gravy from a
bowl, or a fine bit of bread. That might be pretty nice, but
it doesn't tell me a thing about a wild rose's dewdrops.
Somebody needs to figure out if there's some better way
to express a sort of dopey innocence about small things,
especially themselves. Before long, though, I find myself
back in woods somewhere, out in the sunshine, all blurryfaced, for a fellow named Itsy-Bitsy. Little darling. I'll find
someplace to sit down and mind my own business now, and
let her alone, an' she'll go right on bein' babyish, without a
care in the world, with me an' nobody else. More Nodding,
Anyway It seems some guys have a certain itty bitty thing
they
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You will play the role of the supermarket
manager, you will make your own decisions,
take your own time to think, build and
decide your own strategy.
-------------------------------------------- Features: Build a real supermarket. - 4 different styles
of management, story line and environment.
- Performance of a real PC. - Various office,
warehouse and management objects with
shop displays. - Realistic interactions with
customers. - Different customers with
different needs. - You can make your store
bigger and bigger. - Create big offers and
promotion programs to attract new
customers. - Hire your own staff. - Available
languages: English, Portuguese, French,
Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Brazilian, German,
Chinese, Russian, Polish. - More game modes
on release. - Game is played in a full size
superstore. Screenshots 0:05:13
[Commission] Supermarket! [Completed]
[Commission] Supermarket! [Completed]
[Commission] Supermarket! [Completed] I
am now making another non-metal game
which is a commission that I am making for a
community I follow and I wanted to make
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something interesting for that community.
This is a carrousel that spins out other
random items from metal sheets. 0:07:03
Supermarket Maker - Done! Supermarket
Maker - Done! Supermarket Maker - Done!
Supermarket Maker - Done! Welcome to the
new build! A new and updated project. This
video is made with the current build of
Supermarket Maker (v1.2.0). This video is
made from the intro mission from the same
project with a total time of 35 hours. The
theme of this mission is very simple as I
started this project at 3:30 pm and I finished
at 1:24 am of the next day. 0:21:42
Supermarket Maker - The Cutting Room
Floor Supermarket Maker - The Cutting
Room Floor Supermarket Maker - The
Cutting Room Floor Huge thanks to Robilson
for recording this. Robilson is a member of
the community, a fan of Supermarket Maker,
and a great guy. He is also someone I
consider to be a good friend. In other words,
he has both a lot of skill and a lot of
experience, and he has been kind enough to
go through the build with me and take some
videos
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System Requirements For Wintercearig - Support The Devs
($1):

OS: Windows 7 Windows 7 Processor: Intel
Core i5 @ 3.3GHz or higher Intel Core i5 @
3.3GHz or higher Memory: 8GB RAM 8GB
RAM Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 660 or
higher Nvidia Geforce GTX 660 or higher
DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Hard Drive:
6GB available space 6GB available space
Additional Notes: The game requires Nvidia
drivers version 346 or later. Additional
Notes: The game requires Nvidia drivers
version 346 or later. Video Card: The
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